KAG announce alliance with maxon motor.

Kählig Antriebstechnik GmbH have appointed maxon motor Australia Pty Ltd as their distributor for Australia and New Zealand.

KAG of Hannover have over 40 years’ experience manufacturing high quality brushed and brushless DC motors. KAG manufacture a range of standard motors, gears and accessories in a versatile modular system with the aid of an online product configurator. They also excel in producing customised solutions for industrial automation, building automation and specialist applications such as pump drives for axle cooling systems, oil pump motors for hybrid cars, wheelchair loading systems, conveyor systems and a range of motors for doors, turnstiles and blinds.

maxon motor AG Switzerland have been a global leader in the highest possible quality miniature and micro drive systems since 1961. The precision and performance of maxon motor products has led to their use in the most demanding applications from the mars rovers to downhole drilling 5km below the earth’s surface.

**The perfect match.** With the combined product range of KAG and maxon motor there is now a solution for almost any application area. This complete motor range is supported by an electronics suite that allows full motion control system integration.
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